[1] Sets of 12 long-term averaged three-dimensional (3-D) data-based models were created to show how the structure of the plasma sheet depends upon particle transport rates and upon magnetic flux transport rates. The volume V and content N of unit flux tubes and the entropy parameters PV 5/3 and TV 2/3 were evaluated for each model. It was found that V and PV 5/3 depend only weakly on the transport rates. In contrast, N was much smaller and TV 2/3 was much larger when the transport rates were large. Most parameters depended strongly upon x. The long-term averaged x dependence of PV 5/3 was closely associated with the x dependence of N. Earthward and tailward transport nearly cancelled during periods of slow and moderate flow. The transport and spatial dependence of the measured variables therefore were attributed primarily to the confined, intermittent, high-temperature, low-density, fast or bursty bulk flows. Several mechanisms were described that can contribute to the observed earthward decreases of N and of PV 5/3 or to the pressure balance inconsistency. A sequence of events involving reconnection was shown to be one mechanism that is capable of producing the observed spatial variations.
1. Introduction
Generating the Three-Dimensional Models
[2] One-minute averaged Geotail measurements from the À30 < x < À8, jyj < 15, jzj < 5 R E region of the plasma sheet were used by Kaufmann et al. [2004] to study the long-term averaged spatial dependence of a set of thermodynamic parameters. The present paper extends the analysis by examining how these parameters depend on the particle and magnetic flux transport rates. Both the earlier paper and the present study used only plasma sheet data points with B z > 0. This restriction was needed because the studies involve calculating flux tube volumes, and this can be done only for closed flux tubes. The restriction to the jzj < 5 R E central plasma sheet (CPS) region was needed because ion count rates became too low near the plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL) and in the lobes.
[3] The ion and electron measurements were made using the Comprehensive Plasma Instrumentation (CPI) [Frank et al., 1994] . The magnetic field data came from the Geotail MGF detector [Kokubun et al., 1994] . data-based models of many plasma and magnetic field parameters and of combinations of these parameters were generated from these observations.
[4] The method used to create the 3-D models was described by Kaufmann et al. [2005, hereinafter referred to as paper 1]. Briefly, the observations were sorted into 6 Â 6 R E (x, y) boxes, where x and y give the satellite location in aberrated GSM coordinates. Data in each (x, y) box were further sorted into eight b x boxes, where b x is the ordinary plasma b except B x 2 / 2m 0 was used for the magnetic field pressure instead of B 2 / 2m 0 . The b x parameter was used because it becomes very large every time the satellite approaches the neutral sheet, while the maximum b at the neutral sheet is different for each orbit. The data point along a field line with the largest b x is used to identify both the neutral sheet and the observation made at the largest jxj along that field line. The eight b x boxes used here were b x > 300, 100 < b x < 300, 30 < b x < 100, . . ., b x < 0.3. Data from the Northern (B x > 0) and Southern (B x < 0) Hemispheres were combined to increase the number of data points per box.
[5] The x component of the MHD momentum equation then was used to calculate the z thickness of each b x box. A similar technique was used by Rich et al. [1972] . Finally, the calculated box thicknesses were used to evaluate each measured parameter at a fixed set of eight z locations by linear interpolation. The result of such an analysis is a model consisting of long-term averages of each of several hundred plasma and field parameters in each of 160 (x, y, z) boxes.
Previous Studies
[6] Kaufmann et al. [2004] traced a set of magnetic field lines using the magnetic field portion of a 3-D model generated from 8 years of Geotail data. Integration along these field lines determined the volume V and plasma content N of unit magnetic flux tubes. These results were used to study spatial variations of the average flux tube entropy parameters PV 5/3 and TV 2/3 for ions and electrons, where the isotropic part of the equatorial pressure and temperature were used for P and T. It was found that average unit flux tubes at x = À10R E contained only $30% as many particles as average unit flux tubes at x = À30R E . A similar decrease of PV 5/3 was observed when moving from x = À30 to x = À10R E . Erickson and Wolf [1980] and Borovsky et al. [1998] previously used observations from other satellites to arrive at similar conclusions. The presence of a large gradient of PV 5/3 along plasma streamlines is referred to as the pressure balance inconsistency (PBI). The above papers and others [Kivelson and Spence, 1988; Erickson, 1992; Chen and Wolf, 1993; Wang et al., 2004 Wang et al., , 2006 suggested several possible causes of the observed variations of N and PV 5/3 .
[7] Baumjohann et al. [1990] and Angelopoulos et al. [1994] showed that 60% to 100% of the earthward magnetic flux transport, particle transport, and energy transport took place during bursty bulk flow (BBF) intervals even though these events included only 10 to 15% of all data points. The BBF events are periods with an average duration of 10 min that contain at least one instance of >400 km/s ion flow. In light of the importance of fast flows to transport processes, we divided the 8 years of Geotail data into 12 subsets using the ion bulk flow speed v i as a sorting parameter. Twelve 3-D long-term averaged models of all the particle and field parameters were generated from these 12 v i -sorted data sets [paper 1].
[8] The same 8 years of measurements also were separated into 12 subsets based on a magnetic flux transport parameter f c . Twelve other 3-D long-term averaged models were generated from these f c -sorted data sets. The f c parameter is the potential drop across a unit flux tube with a circular cross section that is associated with the electric field
[ Schödel et al., 2001] . The E c parameter is the (x, y) component of the electric field that would exist in an Earthcentered reference frame if E = 0 in the frame moving at (v ix ,v iy ,0). E c was used rather than the full electric field that would exist in an Earth-centered reference frame if E = 0 in the frame moving at the measured (v ix ,v iy ,v iz ) because systematic offsets of the measured v iz are larger than the uncertainties in v ix or v iy on Geotail, whose spin axis is nearly in the GSM z direction. One advantage of sorting by E c or f c is that this technique produces more uniform distributions of fast flow data points among the spatial boxes than do sorts using v i (section 2). Sorting by both v i and f c permits us to produce two series of 12 independent models representing sequences of different earthward and tailward transport rates. The results are similar to but provide more detail than the division of data into just two sets such as the BBF and the non-BBF points.
[9] Paper 1 included plots showing how a group of directly measured quantities: the average magnetic field line shapes, the ion bulk velocity v i , the x and z components of the magnetic field B, the ion density n i , ion temperature T i , and ion pressure P i depend on v i or f c . Some ratios such as P / n 5/3 and T k /T ? of electrons and ions as well as the ion to electron temperature ratio T i /T e also were examined in paper 1. Many of these parameters depended strongly upon flow speed.
[10] The present paper will use the two sets of 12 models to examine the effects of fast flows on the spatial dependence of those parameters that involve integration throughout magnetic flux tubes. Section 2 will examine the sensitivity of the model results to the selection of a specific sorting technique. It will be seen that the two sorting methods reveal similar spatial and flow variations for most of the directly measured parameters. Section 3 will show the spatial and v i -or f c -dependence of the flux tube parameters. Section 4 shows why the fastest flow models dominate the net particle and the net magnetic flux transport. Finally, section 5 examines the significance of the observed flow speed dependence, describes some effects of reconnection in the plasma sheet, and summarizes the results.
[11] Although the techniques used to prepare the 3-D data based models may appear complicated, the models are easy to generate using any of a large number of sorting methods. Long-term averaged models usually can be prepared for research groups interested in the plasma sheet under specific but relatively commonly observed conditions.
Sorting Parameters

Parameter Selection
[12] Comparisons of models based on different sorting techniques can help to distinguish the well-defined properties of the plasma sheet from apparent features that can be attributed either to statistical variations within the data set or to biases introduced by the sorting parameter selection. The present work was designed to study effects of the fastest flows and to compare our results to previous conclusions derived when studying BBF events [Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al., 1994] . We therefore searched for the largest values of jv i j and jf c j above which there were enough data points to create reliable models. When sorting by v i , it was necessary to combine all >200 km/s data points in the fastest flow models to avoid generating erratic boxto-box variations. The 200 km/s cutoff velocity may appear to be small compared to the fastest flow speeds that have been discussed in previous papers. This is partly a consequence of our use of 1-min averaged data points rather than the 5 or 12 s averages used in the previous studies. The fastest flows fluctuated rapidly and seldom exceeded the 400 km/s cutoff used to identify BBF events for as long as 1 min [Baumjohann et al., 1990] . It also was necessary to set the cutoff velocity low enough so that all boxes, even those closest to the Earth, contained enough points to produce reliable averages.
[13] Figure 1a shows the number of 1-min averaged data points for each model in the boxes near midnight and closest to the neutral sheet (b x > 300). This plot was made using the 12 v i -sorted models. The v i ranges used are shown on the vertical axis and the x location is on the horizontal axis. The top edge of the plot is based on results from the fastest earthward (positive v i ) flow model and the bottom edge shows results based on the fastest tailward (negative v i ) flow model. The center of the plot shows results from models that used measurements made when the flow was slowest. For the fastest flow models it is seen that the b x > 300 boxes centered at x = À28R E contained 400 data points with earthward moving flows and 200 data points with tailward moving flows. However, the boxes centered at x = À10R E contained fewer that 50 earthward or tailward flow data points. Although there were larger numbers of points in other b x boxes, all showed a similar strong decrease in the number of jv i j > 200 km/s data points at small jxj. It therefore is seen that the jv i j > 200 km/s 1-min averaged data points represent unusually fast flows near x = À10R E . Some of this lack of jv i j > 200 km/s data points at small jxj is produced by the decrease in average flow speed near the Earth, and some is a consequence of the satellite spending less time at perigee than at apogee.
[14] Figure 1b shows the distribution of data points when the magnetic flux transport parameter f c was used for sorting. The fastest earthward and fastest tailward flows again are found in the models used to produce the top and bottom of the figure, respectively. Here it is seen that at x = À28R E there were between 200 and 250 data points with b x > 300 at y = 0 in the fastest earthward flow model and 100 points at x = À10R E . Figure 1a of paper 1 showed that the average v i was 400 km/s and 250 km/s in these x = À28R E and À10R E boxes, respectively. Figure 1b also shows that there were between 50 and 100 points at both x = À28 and x = À10R E for the fastest tailward flow model. Figure 1a of paper 1 showed that the corresponding average flow speeds were 300 and 150 km/s, respectively. The fastest flow data therefore was more uniformly distributed among x boxes when f c was used for sorting, as previously demonstrated by Schödel et al. [2001] . The decrease in the number of fast flow data points between x = À28R E and x = À10R E in Figure 1b is comparable to the decrease in time spent and therefore the total number of data points available at apogee and perigee, respectively.
Error Estimates
[15] Each model in a set of 12 was generated from a unique collection of data points. For example, there is no overlap between the data points used to create the 0 < v i < 40 km/s model and the 40 < v i < 70 km/s model. Parameter averaging also used only data points within one (x, y, b x ) box. The best way we have found to estimate statistical uncertainties in the parameters is to compare averages in the adjacent independent boxes. The large 6 Â 6 R E (x,y) box size used in this paper was needed because box-to-box fluctuations obscured the spatial trends when 3 Â 3 R E boxes were used. The z box sizes varied from 0.2 R E at the neutral sheet to 1 R E at 1.5 < jzj < 2.5 R E and beyond. The use of such large (x,y) boxes compromises the reliability of field line tracing at radial distances of less than 15 R E , where the field line shapes change from tail-like to dipolar.
[16] Standard deviations and two estimates of the standard error were calculated for each box. These error estimates did not provide reliable measures of the actual uncertainties of the averages. Calculating standard errors requires knowledge of the number of independent measurements used in each average. We kept track of the number of data points in each box and the number of orbits that contributed at least one data point to each box. Points from different orbits are reasonably independent of each other, but one orbit usually contributes a number of points to a box average. The fluctuations between points measured during a single orbit were substantially smaller than were fluctuations between points measured on different orbits. The actual uncertainty appears to be between the standard errors evaluated using the total number of data points in a box and Figure 1 . Dependence of the number of 1-min averaged data points on x and on (a) the ion flow velocity v i or (b) the magnetic flux transport parameter f c . These observations were made when the satellite was very close to the neutral sheet and within the 6 R E wide boxes centered at y = 0. using the number of orbits contributing points to the box as estimates of the number of independent measurements.
[17] Almost all parameters that were examined showed either a strong dependence on both f c and v i or a weak dependence on both f c and v i . As an example, Figure 2a shows how strongly the ion temperature T i depends on both x and v i . Figure 2b shows the x and f c dependence. The differences between Figures 2a and 2b are primarily associated with the differences between the average flow speeds in the corresponding x boxes. For example, Figure 1a of paper 1 shows that the 0 < v i < 40 km/s flow speed box corresponds to the 0 < f c < 1 V box at x = À28R E but includes data points out to f c = 3 V at x = À10R E . This results in a larger change of T i between À10 and À28R E in the slowest flow boxes at a fixed v i than at a fixed f c .
Flux Tube Parameters
Shapes of Fast Flow Field Lines
[18] Relatively minor differences, similar to those shown in Figure 2 , were seen in plots of most variables. The principal exception involved plots of B z . It was noted in paper 1 that B z at À16 < x < À10R E showed a substantial dependence on f c but almost no dependence on v i . The B z plots showed substantial dependence upon both v i and f c beyond x = À16R E . The sensitivity of B z to the sorting method is not surprising because E c (equation (1)) and therefore f c are proportional to jB z j, while v i is not directly dependent on B z . One result of this feature of our models is that even though fast flow field lines tended to be dipolar when sorted using either v i or f c [paper 1], the dipolar structure was exaggerated in the largest jf c j models. Similarly, the degree of field line stretching was exaggerated for the smallest jf c j models.
[19] The tendency for fast flow flux tubes to be dipolar has been noted in previous studies [Nakamura et al., 1991 Angelopoulos et al., 1992; Nishida, 2000] . Fast flows also have been seen in extremely thin current sheets [Mitchell et al., 1990; Nakamura et al., 2002] . There have been few studies of these very thin current sheets because a satellite is rarely within such a structure. As a result, even though they may be very important in substorm studies, the very thin current sheets have little effect on our long-term averaged models. The thinnest current sheet observations have primarily involved either parallel flows or cross-tail drifts. In contrast, drifts are almost exclusively perpendicular and either earthward or tailward near the neutral sheet in the y = À6R E boxes that are emphasized in the present paper. When b x > 300 the average perpendicular ion velocity v i? at this location was 92% of the average total ion velocity v i . When only the x component of the flow velocity was considered, the average v i?x was 99% of the average v ix . These observations suggest that b x -sorting appears to be an effective way to select data near the neutral sheet. On average, the parallel ion velocity v ik was 6% of v i? in the y = À6, jzj < 0.2 R E boxes, and increased to 50% of v i? at jzj = 3 R E . As noted previously, our models tend to exclude data from the PSBL and lobe, where parallel flow is dominant.
[20] In regard to correlations with geophysical events, fast flows earthward of $15 R E have been associated with substorm onsets or pseudobreakups. Fast flows tailward of $15 R E tend to be associated with auroral streamers or poleward boundary intensifications that occur during the later phases of substorms [Lyons et al., 1999; Zesta et al., 2000; Nakamura et al., 2001] .
Flux Tube Volumes and Uncertainties
[21] Calculating the volume per hemisphere of a tube containing one Weber of magnetic flux
requires only the magnetic field portion of the set of 12 v i or f c models. In equation (2) Figure 3 contains 10 5 Wb of magnetic flux and has a fixed 1 R E width in the y direction. A fixed width was used for this plot to make the distance between a pair of field lines at the boundaries of a flux tube proportional to the cross sectional area or the volume per unit length of the flux tube.
[22] Since our 3-D models only cover the À30 < x < À8, jyj < 15, jzj < 5 R E region, it was necessary to select some other model to follow field lines from the edge of the modeling region to the ionosphere. Each field line was connected to magnetic field lines from the six T89 models [Tsyganenko, 1989] and to a dipole field line at the point at which it reached either the jzj = 5 R E or the x = À8R E boundary of the modeling region. The T89 and dipole models were only used to determine the magnetic field direction and the relative field magnitude from the connection point to the ionosphere. The magnitudes of B in the T89 and dipole extensions were multiplied by factors so they would equal the magnitude of our model field at the connection point. As a result, there was no change in B and only a small directional change at the connection point. The two of the seven resulting calculated flux tube volumes for which the T89 or dipole magnetic field line direction was closest to that of our model field line at the connection point were selected to estimate V. The final volumes used in this paper were obtained by linearly interpolating between the volumes of these two best extensions, based on the difference between the angular mismatch at the connection point. In the rare cases when our model was less stretched than a dipole, linear extrapolation was used.
[23] Figures 4a and 4b show V, the volumes of unit flux tubes that reach the equator at y = À6 R E for the models based on sorting by v i and sorting by f c , respectively. The y = À6 R E end point is emphasized in this paper because v iy , the cross-tail component of the ion bulk velocity, was smallest at this location. As a result, average ion streamlines were nearly in the ±x directions. Figures 4a and 4b and comparisons between these two panels provide estimates of the error in the flux tube volume calculations. The 10% to 20% variations that are evident when comparing the different slow to moderate flow models in Figure 4a or in Figure 4b show typical effects of statistical errors in our calculations.
[24] Figures 2b and 2c of paper 1 showed that the slow flow field lines from the f c sorts were more stretched than the slow flow field lines from the v i sorts. This was caused by the stronger correlation between f c and B z than between v i and B z . As a result, the calculated V, which depends upon B z , is dependent on the sorting method. Differences between Figures 4a and 4b, and therefore the systematic uncertainties in calculations of V, are clearest near x = À30 R E . These differences between V calculated using two sorting methods typically are seen to be in the 10% to 20% range but can become as large as 40% on the slowest flow field lines near x = À30 R E . Any systematic inaccuracies in the shapes of field lines near the Earth, where field line geometries change from tail-like to dipolar, also contribute to errors in V. However, Figure 3 shows that the flux tube cross section becomes very small below an altitude of $15 R E . As a result, the calculated V of a flux tube that leaves our modeling region below $15 R E is almost independent of the shape of either our model field line at these lower altitudes or of the properties of whatever extension is used to reach the ionosphere. For slow or moderate flow flux tubes, no perceptible difference could be seen between any of the volumes calculated using of the two best extensions to the ionosphere. Almost all the volume of a highly stretched slow or moderate flow flux tube was associated with the region within a few Earth radii of the neutral sheet. There was only a barely perceptible difference between the calculated flux tube volumes using the two best T89 or dipole extensions even for the fastest flow models. We therefore conclude that effects of our connection to the T89 and dipole field models did not introduce a substantial contribution to the errors in V.
[25] Figure 4 shows that V is not strongly dependent on v i or f c except for the very fastest flows near x = À30 R E . These features of the flux tube volume also are illustrated in Figure 3 . Consider the two flux tubes reaching the neutral sheet at x = À20.5 R E as an example. The dipolar fast flow flux tube, with strong B z , has a smaller cross-sectional area at the neutral sheet than does the stretched slower flow flux tube, which has a weaker B z . However, the cross-sectional area of the stretched flux tube decreases more rapidly with increasing arc length from the neutral sheet than does the cross-sectional area of the more dipolar fast flow flux tube. As a result, the total cross-sectional areas in Figure 3 , or the volumes of the two flux tubes, are comparable. The exception is the most distant fast flow (f c > 16 V) flux tube. The z component of B is so much stronger than B x or B y near the neutral sheet at x = À29.5 R E that B and therefore the crosssectional area of this flux tube decrease very slowly as one moves away from z = 0. The cross section remains relatively large to jzj = 5 R E , where our model flux tube is joined to one of the other models. As a result, the total volume from the neutral sheet to the ionosphere of this most distant fastest flow flux tube is substantially larger than the volume of the more stretched slower flow flux tube that also crosses the neutral sheet at x = À29.5 R E .
Comparisons With the T89 Models
[26] Since the dipolar structure of fast flows and the stretched nature of slow flows are exaggerated in our f c -sorted models, a comparison with one of the standard magnetic field models appears to be worthwhile. It may first be noted that all our models, particularly those created using only the fastest flow data points, are expected to differ substantially from any standard model. At any instant fast flows exist only in confined regions of the plasma sheet [Angelopoulos et al., 1994; Sergeev et al., 1996; Nishida, 2000; Nakamura et al., 2001] . Dipolar fast flow and stretched slow flow flux tubes, such as the two very differently shaped sets of flux tubes shown in Figure 3 , therefore are expected to be found adjacent to each other during fast flow or BBF events. Large changes in the magnetic field line direction and in the unit flux tube volume will exist at the edges of these fast flow regions. It occasionally may be possible for an extended region of the near-Earth plasma sheet to be filled with dipolar field lines during a major substorm injection event. However, most of the plasma sheet region studied here is unlikely to ever be filled with dipolar fast flow flux tubes. Standard models involve averages throughout the tail based on Kp, solar wind, and IMF input parameters. Such models are expected to represent some combination of the shapes of fast flow and slow flow flux tubes.
[27] Since we used the six T89 models to extend field lines beyond the region we can model, these also were used as the standard models to be compared with ours. Tsyganenko [1989] contains plots of noon-midnight cuts of field lines for the Kp = 0, 2, 4, and ! 5 À versions of the T89 models. The equatorial crossing distances of field lines with fixed ionospheric footpoints increase as Kp increases. For example, at midnight the 68°field line crosses the equator at x = À10, À30, À35, and À38 R E for the Kp = 0, 2, 4, and ! 5 À T89 models, respectively. Field lines with fixed footpoints therefore tend to stretch out to larger distances as Kp increases.
[28] The z thickness of a mid-tail field line that crosses the equator at a large radial distance also tends to increase as Kp increases in the T89 models. For example, z at x = À15 R E of field lines that cross the equator at x = À45 R E are approximately 2.5, 4, 5, and 6 R E for the Kp = 0, 2, 4, and ! 5 À T89 models, respectively. The shapes of field lines that cross the equator at x = À45 R E therefore become slightly more dipolar as Kp increases. The question of plasma sheet thickness is difficult to assess in the T89 and in most other long-term averaged magnetosphere models because there usually is no reconnection line or clear PSBL in the region studied.
[29] The investigation of the shapes of T89 model field lines confirms the conclusion that, on average, the dipolar fast flow flux tubes correspond to only a small fraction of all tail flux tubes even during disturbed periods. Comparisons of the six T89 models suggest that, as Kp increases, effects of enhanced stretching in the slow flow regions appear to dominate over the dipolar structure simultaneously present in adjacent fast flow regions.
[30] We evaluated the volumes of T89 unit flux tubes using the same routines that were used to calculate flux tube volumes for our models. At y eq = À6 R E the volumes of T89 unit flux tubes with x eq = À29.5 R E were 14.7, 10.6, 9.0, 7.7, 6.8, and 6.8 Â 10 15 m 3 for the Kp = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and ! 5 À models, respectively. The corresponding volumes for x eq = À20.5 R E flux tubes were 8.7, 6.3, 5.2, 4.2, 3.6, and 3.4 Â 10 15 m 3 , respectively. Comparisons with Figure 4 suggest that overall the Kp = 1 T89 model gives flux tube volumes closest to those of our models. However, the actual average Kp was 2 + for the period studied in this paper.
[31] The equatorial B z also was examined for the T89 models. Figures 3b and 3c in paper 1 give B z for our v i -and f c -sorted models, respectively. The average equatorial B z usually increased as Kp increased in the T89 models, and as the flow speed increased in our models. The change in B z between our smallest and largest jf c j models tended to be larger than the change in B z between the smallest and largest Kp T89 models. For example, at x = À28 R E and at x = À22 R E , B z was $1 and 1.5 nT in our smallest jf c j models. The corresponding values for our largest jf c j models were 4 and 6 nT, respectively. For the T89 models the equatorial B z values were 1 nT at both x = À28 R E and at x = À22 R E for the smallest Kp cases and 4 nT for the largest Kp cases. For our v i -sorted models, B z increased from 1.5 to 3 nT at x = À28 R E and from 2.5 to 4 nT at x = À22 R E for the smallest and largest jv i j models. All these trends are consistent with the conclusion that our f c -sorted models tend to exaggerate and that our v i -sorted models tend to underestimate the degree of stretching and of dipolarization as compared to the changes seen in the T89 models.
Flux Tube Content, Scattering, and Birkeland Currents
[32] Figure 5 shows N, the number of ions and electrons per hemisphere in flux tubes containing one Weber of magnetic flux
where n is the number density. It is assumed that the ion and electron densities are equal. Figure 5 shows that an average unit flux tube at x = À10 R E contains only 1/3 as many particles as an average unit flux tube at x = À30 R E . Similar observations have been reported, without the v i or f c sorting, by Borovsky et al. [1998] and Kaufmann et al. [2004] . Even though the contours in Figures 5a and 5b have different shapes, they both show the same information. For example, Figure 1a of paper 1 showed that the (0,1) f c box corresponds to v i $50 km/s at x = À30 R E . This same v i appears in the (2,4) f c box at x = À10 R E . Figures 5a and 5b therefore merely provide two ways to illustrate the same properties of N(x eq , y eq ). Since Figures 2, 4 , and 5 showed that plots using the v i and f c sorting methods are redundant for most variables, the remainder of this paper emphasizes results from f c sorting.
[33] Parameters such as P i and n i , which would be expected to be almost constant along field lines, tend to vary by 10% to 40% when moving along our model field lines. This provides an estimate of the errors introduced in other plasma parameters by uncertainties in determining field line shapes. When uncertainties in V and n i are combined, the typical error in our values of N is estimated to be $30%.
[34] The quantitative information in Figure 5 adds to our previous study of Birkeland currents, which are primarily carried by keV energy electrons [Kaufmann et al., 2003] . Upgoing Birkeland currents and the necessary source of energetic downgoing electrons are primarily located on the duskside of the plasma sheet. The plots in this paper emphasized dawnside measurements. However, Figure 2 of Kaufmann et al. [2004] showed that N in the duskside flux tubes tends to be equal to N in the dawnside flux tubes, to within the 30% uncertainty estimated above.
[35] Ions follow chaotic orbits near the neutral sheet, so ion loss cones are easily filled during each bounce period.
The source of the small ion contribution to Birkeland currents would therefore be localized near the neutral sheet. In contrast, electrons follow guiding center orbits through the neutral sheet. Some other scattering mechanism is needed to maintain a steady Birkeland current carried by keV energy electrons. In the presence of rapid electron scattering near the neutral sheet, the time a typical flux tube could supply the energetic electrons needed to sustain an upgoing j = 1 mA / m 2 auroral Birkeland current
is several hours. Here e is the electron charge and A = 2 Â 10 4 m 2 / Wb is the cross-sectional area of a unit flux tube in the ionosphere, where B = 5 Â 10 4 nT. For example, using N = 3 Â 10 21 electrons / Wb gives t = 2.4 Â 10 4 s. Flux tubes that drift along a path connecting to an auroral arc therefore can maintain full loss cones and sustain typical observed Birkeland currents provided scattering takes place in the high altitude plasma sheet.
[36] The situation would be different if all scattering and parallel electric fields were located at altitudes below 5000 km, where B = 1 Â 10 4 nT. For example, using dipole flux tube expressions [Hultqvist, 1983] , an L = 15 unit flux tube has a volume of V = 6 Â 10 15 m 3 , which is typical of the values at x = À20 R E in Figure 4 . However, only 3 Â 10 11 m 3 of this volume is located below 5000 km. If scattering and parallel acceleration were restricted to the region below 5000 km, then only the fraction (1 À cos a) of all energetic electrons in the flux tube could enter the loss cone and therefore be available to sustain an upgoing Birkeland current. The angle a is the equatorial pitch angle. All other electrons mirror above an altitude of 5000 km. Using B = 4 nT at the equator gives (1 À cos a) = 2 Â 10 À4 , a = 1°, and t = 5 s as the time that electrons mirroring below 5000 km can sustain a 1 mA / m 2 ionospheric Birkeland current in the absence of highaltitude scattering or parallel electric fields. Energetic electrons in the loss cone would be depleted before the flux tube could drift along the path connecting to a typical stable auroral arc.
[37] The earlier analysis used models based on 4 years of Geotail data. Calculations of j k / B, the Birkeland current per unit flux tube, led to the conclusion that most of the Birkeland current built up slowly throughout the plasma sheet region included in our models. The average j k / B reached at the edge of our plasma sheet models was found to be comparable to values seen in the ionosphere [Weimer, 2001] . The combination of the present and our previous analyses therefore suggests that continuous scattering must exist at altitudes above the collisional topside ionosphere in order to maintain the full electron loss cones needed to support steady Birkeland currents.
Entropy Parameters
[38] Figures 6a and 6b show the x and f c dependence of the entropy parameters P i V 5/3 and T i V 2/3 . The corresponding electron parameters show a similar structure, but with absolute values only $15% as large as those in Figure 6 . As has been noted in data that were not sorted by f c , the decrease in P i V 5/3 between x = À30 and x = À10 R E is comparable to the decrease in plasma content N [39] If the content of a flux tube remained constant, then both P i V 5/3 and T i V 2/3 would be conserved for an ideal gas P i V = NT i , or
where T i is the ion temperature in energy units. If the changes in P i V 5/3 along a streamline were simply proportional to changes in N, then T i V 2/3 would remain constant along the streamline. Figure 6 shows that even though both P i V 5/3 and T i V 2/3 depend on x, the x-dependence of T i V 2/3 is weak. This shows that most of the x-dependence of P i V 5/3
is associated with the x-dependence of the flux tube content. The modest decrease of T i V 2/3 as one moves earthward suggests the preferential depletion of the highest energy ions as flux tubes move earthward. Such a decrease may be attributable to energy dependent cross-tail drift effects. The strong f c or flow speed dependence of T i V 2/3 ( Figure 6b ) is a result of the irreversible heating of plasma when fast flow flux tubes are formed or accelerated, as discussed in paper 1. The fast flow flux tubes contain much hotter, lower density plasmas than the slow flow flux tubes.
Transport Rates
Magnetic Flux Transport
[40] The parameter used to estimate the magnetic flux that is transported in the x direction by flux tubes from the kth of the 12 f c or v i models is
in Wb/R E /s or V/R E . The x component of the ion bulk flow velocity for the kth model, v ixk , is in km/s and the average B z in the kth model, B zk , is in nT. It is assumed that the x component of the flux tube velocity equals v ixk . The fraction of all data points that was used to create the kth of the 12 models is F k . All b x > 100 data points were averaged to determine v ixk , B zk and F k . These data points represent the region within $1 R E of the neutral sheet, and the number of points was sufficient to produce reliable plots. Figure 7a shows the magnetic flux transport rate for each of the twelve models that were sorted by v i . Figure 7d is a similar plot using the 12 models sorted by f c . Figures 7c and 7f show 100 F k , the percentage of data points that were used to generate each of the 12 models. A comparison of these latter two figures shows that the boxes used to sort by v i produced a more uniform distribution of data points among the 12 models than did the boxes that were selected for f c sorting.
[41] Both Figures 7a and 7d show that if we were to omit the models outside the vertical dashed lines, i.e., the single fastest tailward (k = 1) and the single fastest earthward (k = 12) flow models, then the total net transport produced by all the other models (k = 2-11) would be very small. The magnetic flux carried tailward in the five slowest tailward flow models almost equals the magnetic flux carried earthward in the five slowest earthward flow models. It is this near cancellation of earthward and tailward fluxes when flow velocities are slow or moderate that explains why almost all transport is attributed to the fastest flows or to the BBF events. In Figure 7a , the sum of F Bxk for just the k = 1 and the k = 12 models is 90% of the sum of F Bx for all 12 models. The 18% of all 1-min averaged data points with jv i j > 200 km/s therefore accounted for nearly all of the net Figure 6 . Dependence on x and f c of (a) P i V 5/3 or (b) T i V 2/3 for unit flux tubes located within the boxes centered at y = À6 R E . magnetic flux transport. Similarly Figure 7d shows that the 13% of flux tubes with jf c j > 16 V accounted for 85% of the total net F Bx . Baumjohann et al. [1990] and Angelopoulos et al. [1994] previously emphasized the importance of BBF events to transport in the plasma sheet.
Ion Transport
[42] Figures 7b and 7e show the ion transport associated with each of the 12 models sorted by v i and by f c , respectively. The ion transport parameter plotted is
in ions/R E /s in each hemisphere, where N k is the number of ions per hemisphere per unit flux tube (ions/Wb). Figure 7b shows that the 18% of all data points that have jv i j > 200 km/s accounted for 87% of the total F ix . Similarly, Figure 7e shows that the 13% of flux tubes with jf c j > 16 V accounted for 81% of the total F ix .
[43] The two solid lines in Figure 8a separately show the x dependence of N(x eq ,y eq ) at y = À6 R E from the combination of all six v i -sorted models involving tailward flow and from all six models involving earthward flow. Figure 8b is a similar plot based on data that were sorted by f c . The dotted lines in Figure 8 show the ratio F ix / F Bx for the same sets of models. These dotted curves give the average number of ions per unit flux tube that are being transported earthward and tailward within a box. The magnitude of F ix / F Bx is expected to be smaller than the magnitude of N because the magnetic flux transport and the particle transport are dominated by fast flows while the average N is dominated by the more common slow and moderate flows. Figure 5 showed that the low density and high temperature [44] Figure 8 shows, for example, that the average numbers of ions/Wb being transported both earthward and tailward, primarily by the fast flow unit flux tubes, in the x = À28 and x = À22 R E boxes are approximately equal to the content N in the average flux tubes that are present in the x = À22 and at x = À16 R E boxes, respectively. Even though F ix / F Bx or the transport per unit flux tube are nearly equal for earthward and tailward flow, Figure 7 showed that the net effect of transport is to bring lower content flux tubes earthward because more fast flow unit flux tubes are moving earthward. As a result, Figure 8 suggests that on average the low content fast flow flux tubes result in a net earthward transport of particles by $6 R E .
Summary and Discussion
Observed Transport Rates
[45] This paper examined the transport of ions and of magnetic flux in the À30 < x < À8, jyj < 15, jzj < 5 R E region of the plasma sheet. Two sets of 12 long-term averaged 3-D data-based models of the plasma sheet were used to study these transport processes. One set of 12 models was created to represent periods when ions were flowing at different bulk velocities and the other set was created to represent periods with different magnetic flux transport rates. Only data with B z > 0 were included in the models.
[46] When periods restricted to earthward flow were examined, it was found that either the single fastest flow speed model (v i > 200 km/s) or the single fastest magnetic flux transport model (f c > 16 V) accounted for 50-60% of the total earthward magnetic flux and ion transport on the dawnside (y < 0), where the average flow was most nearly earthward. Cross tail flow of ions became important on the duskside of the plasma sheet. Approximately 10% of all data points were included in the fastest earthward flow model using either the v i -or the f c -sorting method. The combination of all five models associated with slower flows accounted for the remaining 40 -50% of the earthward magnetic flux and ion transport during those periods when the flow was earthward.
[47] When only periods of tailward flow were considered, it was found that either the single fastest flow speed model (v i < À200 km/s) or the single fastest magnetic flux transport model (f c < À16 V) accounted for 20-30% of the total tailward magnetic flux and ion transport. Approximately 5% of all data points were included in these fastest tailward flow models using either the v i -or the f c -sorting method. The combination of the other five models associated with slower flows accounted for the remaining 70-80% of the tailward magnetic flux and ion transport during those periods when the flow was tailward.
[48] Even though nearly half of the earthward transport and well over half of the tailward transport was attributed to the five slower earthward and the five slower tailward flow models, these 10 slower flow models combined accounted for an average of only 15% of the total net transport. This is because earthward and tailward transport by the slower flows nearly cancelled. These slow flows can be viewed primarily as plasma that is oscillating back and forth in the earthward and tailward directions. The remaining 85% of the net transport, which was earthward in the long-term averages, was attributed to the 15% of all data points used to create the single fastest earthward transport model plus the single fastest tailward transport model. The resulting ability to study the net plasma sheet transport by considering only $15% of the 1-min averaged data points corresponding to the fastest flows simplifies the analysis because the fastest flows are dominated by E Â B drift.
[49] The fact that both the present study and the independent earlier studies based on BBF events [Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al., 1994] all concluded that $15% of the data points explain $80% of the net particle transport and net magnetic flux transport provides evidence that this conclusion is not an artifact produced by biases associated with a specific sorting technique. The BBF events consist of $10 min sequences of observations containing at least one 5-or 12-s averaged flow measurement with v i > 400 km/s. These 10 min sequences commonly contained many data points with flow velocities between 100 and 400 km/s. In contrast, the fastest of the present v i -sorted models required B z > 0 and combined all individual 1-min averaged data points with jv i j > 200 km/s. The fastest of the f c -sorted models also required B z > 0 and combined all 1-min averaged data points with jf c j > 16 V. The BBF, v i , and f c studies looked at transport from significantly different viewpoints and used data from different detectors on different satellites but all concluded that the net transport is dominated by the relatively small fraction of data samples containing the fastest flows. Our sets of 12 independent models also provided new details regarding the significance of each selected range of v i and of f c .
Entropy Parameters and the PBI
[50] The principal characteristics of ions during fast flow events are the higher than average temperature T i (Figure 2 ) and the lower than average total number content per unit flux tube N ( Figure 5 ). Both T i and N showed strong x dependencies in each of the twelve v i and twelve f c models. The content of an average unit flux tube was $3 times larger at x = À30 than at x = À10 R E . The ion pressure P i (Figure 4c of paper 1) and volume V (Figure 4 ) of fast flow flux tubes were found to be comparable to P i and V in slow flow flux tubes. Both P i and V exhibited strong x dependencies. The approximately five-fold decrease in P i and the approximately six-fold increase in V when going from x = À10 to À30 R E combined to produce a four-fold increase in P i V 5/3 (Figure 6a ). This variation of P i V 5/3 along plasma streamlines is referred to as the pressure balance inconsistency (PBI) [Erickson and Wolf, 1980] . The parameter T i V 2/3 had a much weaker x dependence (Figure 6b ).
[51] If all particles remained within a flux tube as it was compressed adiabatically, then both P i V 5/3 and T i V 2/3 would remain constant. The very dilute plasma in the region studied behaves as an ideal gas. Since T i is the energy per ion and P i is determined by all the ions within a unit flux tube, it is useful to think of T i V 2/3 as a quantity that is approximately conserved by each particle while P i V 5/3 is approximately conserved by each unit flux tube during reversible adiabatic compression. If a flux tube loses particles while it is being compressed and is moving from an initial location 1 to a final location 2, equation (5) shows that
[52] This expression explains why the combination of a strong x dependence of the long-term averaged N ( Figure 5 ) and a weak x dependence of T i V 2/3 (Figure 6b ) are associated with a strong x dependence of P i V 5/3 (Figure 6a ). Each particle is behaving approximately adiabatically, but the reduction of plasma content per unit flux tube in the long-term averages causes P i V 5/3 to change substantially. Kaufmann et al. [2004] showed more directly that when data at all flow speeds were combined into a single model, most of the observed x dependence of P i V 5/3 could be associated with the observed x dependence of N.
[53] A number of reasons for the observed spatial dependence of N(x eq ,y eq ) have been discussed in the past. Crosstail drift effects were studied by Erickson and Wolf [1980] , Kivelson and Spence [1988] , Garner et al. [2003] , and Wang et al. [2004, 2006] . These studies showed that the energy dependence of particle drifts mixes plasma from the distant tail with plasma from the flanks. Sources in the flanks can include plasma entering near the equatorial plane and plasma entering at high-latitude reconnection regions on the tailward side of the cusps. This mixing produces gradients in N(x eq ,y eq ). The various studies used different assumptions about the drifts and the sources and therefore produced different estimates of the importance of this mechanism. Most studies concluded that drift effects make significant contributions at least to the observed spatial variations of P i (x eq ,y eq ) and N(x eq ,y eq ) in the flanks and to the properties of the highest-energy ions throughout the plasma sheet.
[54] Another mechanism that has been studied involves bubbles and blobs [Pontius and Wolf, 1990; Chen and Wolf, 1993; Sergeev et al., 1996] . In this mechanism, flux tubes are created at one location with low P i V 5/3 , rapidly accelerate earthward, and eventually merge with nearby slow flow flux tubes. Reconnection usually is assumed to be involved in the creation of the plasma bubbles. Chen and Wolf [1993] noted that an apparent problem with an early version of the bubbles and blobs mechanism was that the fast flow flux tubes do not contain plasma with substantially lower values of P i V 5/3 than do slow flow flux tubes with the same equatorial crossing point (Figure 6a ). It therefore appeared that the earthward motion of fast flow flux tubes would not carry low P i V 5/3 plasma to low altitudes and therefore could not explain the observed earthward decrease of the average P i V 5/3 or the PBI. Chen and Wolf [1993] suggested that the problem could be explained by considering the difference between the shapes of fast and slow flow flux tubes. Figure 3 was prepared to examine this suggestion using our models.
[55] The dotted lines in Figure 3 show a typical set of flux tubes that are moving slowly earthward (2 < f c < 4 V). The solid lines show the more dipolar flux tubes that are moving rapidly earthward (f c > 16 V). As an example, the dipolar fast flow flux tube that crosses the equator at x eq = À20.5 R E contains plasma with P i V 5/3 = 3.2 Â 10 16 Pa m
5
. The stretched slow flow flux tube that also crosses the equator at x eq = À20.5 R E contains plasma with P i V 5/3 = 3.7 Â 10 16 Pa m 5 . This small difference between P i V 5/3 values shows that an average fast flow flux tube does not have a significantly lower P i V 5/3 than does an average slow flow flux tube with the same equatorial crossing point. In fact, Figure 6a shows that regions can be found where fast flow flux tubes have either higher or lower P i V 5/3 than do slow flow flux tubes with the same equatorial crossing points. However, the difference between the shapes of the slow and fast flow flux tubes (Figure 3) shows that away from the equator the x eq = À20.5 R E fast flow flux tube becomes adjacent to nearby stretched slow flow flux tubes reaching the equator at x eq = À23.5, À26.5, À29.5 R E and beyond. The three slow flow flux tubes mentioned above contain plasma with P i V 5/3 = 4.6, 5.6, and 6.8 Â 10 16 Pa m 5 , respectively. Any plasma that leaves a fast flow flux tube well away from the equator therefore may be able to substantially reduce P i V 5/3 on adjacent slow flow flux tubes. We conclude that our model qualitatively supports this aspect of the bubbles and blobs model. A quantitative comparison would require an examination of how much plasma leaves a flux tube at different distances from the equator, of the spatial structure of the edges of plasma bubbles, and of the mixing process. Such a study is beyond the scope of the present paper. We therefore can only conclude that further study of the basic mechanism appears to be justified.
A Possible Reconnection Sequence
[56] This subsection will investigate whether magnetic reconnection can result in plasma distributions near midnight similar to those described by Erickson and Wolf [1980] , Borovsky et al. [1998] , and the present paper. Figure 9 was prepared to provide a specific illustrative sequence of events that results in the decreases of N and P i V 5/3 that typically are observed as one moves earthward near midnight. Table 1 gives the values of the parameters of interest at each stage in this sequence of events.
[57] A major limitation of our models is that they only represent long-term averages of the plasma sheet during periods exhibiting selected transport rates. It therefore is not possible to use these models to directly study each stage of a dynamic reconnection event. The following sequence of steps begins and ends with conditions that are well represented by the long-term averages. However, there are aspects of each dynamic intermediate stage that are not well represented by our models. The models are used to provide some guidance in selecting certain characteristics of these intermediate processes.
[58] Figure 9a and the corresponding column a in Table 1 describe typical moderate flow (2 < jf c j < 8 V) unit flux tubes that cross the equator at x eq = À22 R E . This represents the starting point of the reconnection sequence to be described below. The values listed in column a were taken from the figures in this paper and in paper 1. The selected parameters are nearly the same for the earthward and the tailward moderate flow models. This feature is a consequence of the observation that near the neutral sheet, the moderate flow plasmas primarily appear to be oscillating adiabatically back and forth in the earthward and tailward directions.
[59] Figure 9b and column b are illustrative of changes that could take place within a specific unit flux tube if it were slowly and adiabatically stretched to an equatorial crossing point of x eq = À28 R E . Stage b is intended to represent conditions just before reconnection begins, so does not correspond to a typical flux tube in any of the long-term averaged models. The changes in flux tube shape between stages a and b can be produced by an increase in the magnetic pressure exerted on the CPS as additional flux tubes are added to the lobe during a substorm growth phase. The present long-term averaged models cannot determine the actual plasma motion during a specific dynamic event such as a substorm growth phase. It is not necessary to assume plasma consistently moves tailward during growth phases. The transition from stage a to stage b is intended to illustrate any process during which plasma sources remain unchanged and plasma behaves adiabatically, with no irreversible heating or entropy changes, as flux tubes are slowly distorted from the configuration shown in Figure 9a to that in Figure 9b . The critical assumptions are that plasma sources are steady, the motion is adiabatic, and the number of particles per unit flux tube remains fixed. Column b of Table 1 was prepared by simply doubling V, giving a volume representative of a small jf c j flux tube at x eq = À28 R E . Even though the length of the flux tube changes by only $25%, the volume doubles (Figures 3 and 4) because most of the flux tube volume is located in the weak B z region near the neutral sheet. As a result, V was doubled but N, P i V 5/3 , and T i V 2/3 were kept the same when going Figure 9 . Sketches of a sequence of steps that can occur during a reconnection event. A plasmoid or flux rope, if B y is present, is produced and separates during steps c and d. A possible set of plasma parameters associated with the five steps are given in the corresponding columns of Table 1. from column a to column b. The remaining parameters in column b were calculated based on the above assumptions.
[60] Figure 9c shows one of the two major processes that take place almost simultaneously during magnetic field line reconnection. Stage c includes only the effects of the change in magnetic field geometry during a reconnection event at x eq = À22 R E . The almost simultaneous effects of energization and acceleration will be examined separately in stage d. As a result, the parameters in column c do not represent the actual conditions that would be observed in the reconnecting flux tube. To prepare column c, V and N of the closed unit flux tube were cut in half so the volume of the portion that is connected to the Earth is the same as in column a. The remaining plasma particles and volume form a plasmoid or flux rope. Since energization has not yet been included, P i and T i were assumed to remain constant during this geometric portion of the reconnection process. The remaining parameters in column c, P i V 5/3 and T i V 2/3 , were calculated based on these assumptions. Stage c is the only point in the reconnection sequence where particles are lost from an originally closed flux tube, so that N, T i V 2/3 and P i V 5/3
decrease. The decreases of N and P i V 5/3 produce the changes that may be associated with the PBI or the generation of plasma bubbles.
[61] Paper 1 showed that the entropy of plasma in typical fast flow flux tubes was higher than the entropy of plasma anywhere in the plasma sheet within typical slow or moderate flow flux tubes. This suggested that some process must have irreversibly heated the plasma as part of the mechanism that produced the fast flows. An unspecified heating process therefore is assumed to take place at stage d of the reconnection event. Some theoretical models of the reconnection process itself are isentropic. However, the shock waves that are often included in reconnection models provide one feature that can change the entropy. Simulations include numerical resistivity but usually not an intentional irreversible injection of heat. Introducing a specific physical model for this entropy change is beyond the scope of the present paper. Therefore V and N were kept constant in stage d as heat was simply added to increase both P i and T i by an arbitrary factor of two. The parameters P i V 5/3 and T i V 2/3 in column d were calculated based on these assumptions. Although P i V 5/3 increased in stage d, the combination of stages c and d, representing the full reconnection process, resulted in a decrease in P i V 5/3 . The doubling of T i V 2/3 during stage d caused T i V 2/3 to reach a value modestly larger than in stage a in the present illustrative sequence of events.
[62] The parameters listed in column d of Table 1 should be representative of newly reconnected flux tubes located at x eq = À22 R E . It may be noted that the net result of the sequence of events discussed to this point is the conversion of a typical moderate flow flux tube at x eq = À22 R E into a plasmoid and a newly reconnected flux tube that is again located at x eq = À22 R E . Although the flux tube volume is the same at stages a and d, N, P i , and P i V 5/3 all have decreased while T i and T i V 2/3 have increased. This combination of stages c and d therefore illustrates one way to produce a plasma bubble.
[63] Figure 10 shows more detail of the formation of the plasmoid or flux rope during stages c and d. The disconnected structure is a flux rope if a uniform cross tail magnetic field extends throughout the reconnection region. The heavy lines represent closed magnetic flux tubes with both ends connected to the Earth. The light lines represent either lobe field lines, with one end connected to the Earth, or the plasmoid. Reconnection that takes place only on previously closed field lines does not change the total number of closed field lines (Figure 10b ). This closed field line phase of the reconnection process produces a plasmoid or flux rope that tends to remain near its point of origin. The remaining closed field lines that are still present tailward of the plasmoid create an earthward magnetic field line tension force. Reconnection that stops at this point may represent a pseudobreakup. If the open lobe field lines begin to reconnect, the number of closed field lines begins to increase (Figure 10c ). Closed field lines no longer exist tailward of the plasmoid during this lobe reconnection phase. The earthward field line tension constraining force therefore is removed. The plasmoid and the new closed flux tube are free to accelerate tailward and earthward, respectively, producing a BBF or as a channel filled with plasma bubbles. The heating introduced in Figure 9d presumably takes place in association with this reconnection and acceleration process.
[64] Finally the newly reconnected closed flux tubes are shown collapsing to create a dipolar fast magnetic flux transport configuration. Figure 9e and column e therefore are intended to represent average observed large jf c j flux tubes when they reach x eq = À16 R E . The collapse was assumed to be adiabatic so that N, P i V 5/3 , and T i V 2/3 remained constant while V decreased to the observed 3.5 Â 10 15 m 3 (Figure 4 ). The parameters P i and T i were calculated based on these assumptions.
[65] The specific numerical values in this example were selected solely to begin and end with parameters similar to those shown in the figures. The parameters in column a are representative of a moderate flow flux tube at x eq = À22, y eq = À6 R E , and columns d and e are representative of fast flow flux tube observations somewhere in the À22 < x eq < À16, y eq = À6 R E region. There was no attempt to optimize the parameter changes that were selected to go from one stage to the next in Table 1 . Different sets of parameters could be picked that would result in equal or better agreement with the observations. This brief analysis was not intended to prove that this reconnection sequence is the mechanism that actually produces the reductions seen in N and P i V 5/3 as one moves earthward along average streamlines in the region examined here. The analysis only shows that it is easy to find a sequence of events involving reconnection that could explain the observations. Long-term averaged models are not adequate to study this dynamic reconnection process in detail. Local measurements of the simultaneous changes that take place at several locations during such events will be needed to definitively determine the mechanisms involved.
[66] In conclusion, this paper confirmed that particle and magnetic flux transport involve fast flow flux tubes. New details concerning the contributions to particle and magnetic flux transport during periods characterized by 12 different ranges of v i and of f c also were provided. The mechanisms that produce the observed changes in N and P i V 5/3 , or the principal PBI features, appear likely to involve magnetic reconnection events. Since the electric fields associated with rapid drifts are very large, these events must be intermittent and strongly confined spatially, as previously described in the BBF event and plasma bubble studies [Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al., 1994; Sergeev et al., 1996] . The critical features of the models needed to explain both transport and the observed spatial dependence of N and P i V 5/3 near midnight therefore appear to be the presence of confined, intermittent, fast flow flux tubes.
